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German Electronic Musician Bernhard Wöstheinrich performs with Ombient on
Saturday 13 April 2019 in the remarkable setting of St. Mary's Hamilton Village and
The Gatherings Concert Series . Worms of the Earth will provide an opening set of
Dark Ambient Music
Bernhard Wöstheinrich speaks in his own musical voice. Providing a unique
perspective in his increasingly frequent collaborations with a range of noted
international artists, the musical arc of his work often moves from the curiously
beautiful to the beautifully curious. Fully formed and thoughtful energetic songs are
driven by a firm pulse amidst simultaneously sounding musical lines. With harmonies
trailing behind melodies these shimmering works disintegrate into swirling
unanchored abstractions of sustained tonal ambiance.
An intriguing listening experience, Wöstheinrich's music benefits from great
conceptualization, arranging and musicianship. Together with local Electronic
Musician Ombient (Mike Hunter) this duo pulls off their collaborations with startling
brilliance.
Traversing an illusory aural territory Worms of the Earth opens a gateway to the
darkest corners of the human psyche. As ancient tribal and gritty industrial elements
coalesce into layers of arcane drones, ethereal choirs and eastern melodies, this work
attempts to explore and understand the inverse realm of primordial chaotic energies.
The focal point of the sonic explorations of Electronic Musician Dan Barrett is the
creation of deep tracks with numerous subtle complexities.
The Gatherings Concert Series presents Bernhard Wöstheinrich w/Ombient plus
Worms of the Earth live in concert on Saturday 13 April 2019 at 8:00PM
(doors open at 7:30pm) in the church sanctuary of St. Mary's Hamilton Village 3916
Locust Walk (just east of 40th & Locust) on the Penn campus in
West Philadelphia. Admission: $20 cash at the door, night of show/$15 in advance;
$10 for full-time students with proper ID (available at the door)
Please find complete details at: www.thegatherings.org
The Gatherings Concert Series is presented by the all-volunteer staff of
The Corporation for Innovative Music and Arts of Pennsylvania

